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V. Section VI describes, analyzes and discusses the results of
the experiments. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper and
presents some ideas for future work.

Abstract—With the popularization of Agile methods for developing and managing software projects, many organizations have
been using visual management tools for planning, executing and
evaluating their activities. These visual management tools range
from simple information such as goals and deadlines to support
all data required to represent the entire development process. The
beneﬁts are transparency, communication, engagement, simplicity
and process awareness. However, these tools have a drawback:
they are inaccessible to the blind. This paper presents an
action research about the adoption of Agile methods with visual
management by a software development team that includes a
blind programmer, describing the difﬁculties encountered and
how they overcame them.

II.

This study was conducted in the software department of
a public organization in Brazil. The department consists of
eleven developers and a functional manager. Due to previous
issues with poor quality and schedule control, the team decided
to use Agile methods with visual management. These methods
beneﬁted not only development team, but the entire organization [12]. The new process included several visual management
elements, such as task board [13], work completion graphs
[14, 5], and software testing panels [15]. These components
helped provide transparency, inspection capacity and schedule
predictability. However, the team included one blind developer,
so a model based on visual elements meant a challenge for
them.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Software development is a complex activity which is hard
to specify, hard to implement [1], and highly dependent on the
people who are involved in it [2]. Early software development
methods were based on the Waterfall Model [3]. In this model,
the development process looks like an industrial production
line, where the output of each step is the input to the following
one and at the end of the last activity the product is delivered.

In the beginning, the blind developer was limited to performing accessibility tests and maintaining old software. He
was unable to access information displayed on visual management items, and consequently was unable to communicate
with his colleges through these means.

Because this model was not the most suitable one for
software projects, new lightweight methods were proposed,
which are currently known as Agile methods [4]. They are
able to quickly adjust to changes while delivering good value
to customers [5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

The problem they had to solve was how to make visual
information accessible to the blind developer and make him
part of a software project team.
III.

These new methods represented a paradigm shift in software development environments. They seek to promote transparency, an understanding of the process, constant improvement and pragmatic workﬂow visualization through visual
management. They enable software development teams to
deliver products with high added value in a short time [10, 11].
Unfortunately, visual management poses a challenge for blind
programmers and their managers.

B LIND I NDIVIDUALS AND S OFTWARE D EVELOPMENT

Blindness is deﬁned by the World Health Organization as
the condition of having only 3/60 or less of light perception
in the better eye [16]. According to them, there are nearly
40 million blind people in the world, almost 80% of them at
working age [17]. Unfortunately, people with sight disabilities
face challenges to reach the labor market. Schools are not
sufﬁciently adapted, public transportation and urban mobility
are challenging [18], public policies are limited and access to
technology is still relatively low [19, 20]. Blind have a lower
employment rate compared with sighted people and are often
underemployed, i.e., not employed at levels compatible with
their education and skills [21, 22].

This paper presents an action research that sought to
improve visual management items used by agile teams, so that
blind software developers can use them.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the
problem addressed in this study. Section III explores some
of the difﬁculties that blinds face in the labor market and
software development activities. In Section IV, we brieﬂy
describe the Agile methods and visual management. The
methodology used to conduct the study is presented in Section
978-1-4673-7153-7/15 $31.00 © 2015 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/Agile.2015.14

T HE P ROBLEM

Access to technology is also a problem for blind people.
Borges describes that the costs of developing assistive technology tend to be more expensive because it involves highly
specialized groups and small-scale sales [19]. Assistive technology is often unknown not only to people with disabilities,
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the complexity of the evaluated system and the need to perform
multiple social experiments to achieve the best possible result
[30, 31, 32, 33].

but also to companies, educational institutions and support
organizations [19, 23, 24].
Some of the questions that arise from this situation involve
how to integrate blind developers into sighted teams, how to
manage and communicate project progress to them and how
to make them feel useful in software construction.
IV.

The process used in action research is “an iterative process
involving researchers and practitioners acting together on a
particular cycle of activities, including problem diagnosis,
action intervention, and reﬂective learning” [34].

AGILE D EVELOPMENT AND V ISUAL M ANAGEMENT

The research involved a series of interventions conducted
between the end of 2011 and the beginning of 2014 that sought
to include the blind programmer in the software development
process adopted by the team.

The Agile methods do not specify a unique method for
software development. Rather, they are used as an umbrella
for a set of techniques, practices, standards and frameworks
compatible with the values and principles described in the
Agile Manifesto [25]. The manifesto describes four basic
values for software development: individuals and interactions
over processes and tools; working software over comprehensive documentation; customer collaboration over contract
negotiation; and responding to change over following a plan.
[4]. These values recognize that the relationship between
people is fundamental for developing software [2]. They also
acknowledge that requirements change throughout the project
[26] and therefore the software development process must be
able to absorb these changes [27].

As the research objective could not be reached by a
single experiment, the problem was divided into four visual
management items. The experiments were conducted aiming
to ﬁnd the best way to make the item accessible to the blind
developer.
To perform the action inquiry cycle, four steps are necessary: 1) Plan an improvement to practice; 2) Act to implement
the planned improvement; 3) Monitor and Describe the effects
of the action; and 4) Evaluate the outcomes of the action
[35]. Initially, the blind developer, the rest of the team and
the software department manager described the problems they
perceived applying agile methods with a blind person on the
team. The research group wrote these problems and described
them in the Visual Management Problems Backlog. Two
meetings were held with the entire team and the researchers
to prioritize the problems, from the most to the least serious.

Agile methods are supported by practices that aim to
cover all activities necessary to develop high-quality software
capable of quickly adding value to businesses. The set of
practices that a development team uses may vary according
to business needs, team maturity, knowledge, etc. [10]
Some of the practices used by Agile methods are based
on visual management, although the use of information visualization techniques to manage work is not something new and
almost everyone uses it without even noticing. For example,
investors look at stock market graphs before buying or selling
theirs stocks; people watch weather maps; companies use
Balanced Scorecards, etc. [28].

After the Visual Management Problems Backlog prioritization, the entire group held brainstorming meetings to identify
hypothesis able to solve the problems or part of the problem.
The group weighed each hypothesis and them they chose to
experience those which would have the highest gain with less
effort. No formal method of prioritization or estimating were
used.

In 1977, Sugimori and others described the Kanban System, whereby visual management was implemented in the
Toyota production process. According to the authors, the system helped reduce the cost of processing information, allowed
for quick and precise fact acquisition and limited the surplus
capacity of preceding activities [29].

Initially, the intervention period was equal to Software
Development Sprint, ﬁfteen days. However, this period proved
to be too short. There were impediments as materials purchase
delays, managers authorization and the most important, it takes
time until the team gets used to the changes. So, the group
decided that the intervention should take one month.

In addition to these effects, Ken Schwaber and Jeff Sutherland suggest that a major beneﬁt of visual management is that
it allows project teams to be transparent. All the work to be
done can be and should be displayed in a “public” place. Tools
like task boards make it possible to display all of the product
backlog and graphics showing work completeness on a wall
[6, 28]. The authors also indicate that this type of management
allows the work to be inspected. They emphasize that what
matters most is not the inspection carried out by auditors
or managers, but by other team players. There is no hidden
work or the unnecessary inclusion of safety margins (buffers)
in projects. All the players can see what the team is doing.
According to the authors, visual management is an enabler for
self-managed teams [6].
V.

Each intervention period started with a planning meeting
to review and prioritize the Visual Management Problems
Backlog and discuss which solution hypotheses would be
experimented in the next month.
Every day, during the Software Development Daily Meeting [5], the researchers sought to collect feedback about the
changes brought by the intervention. However, due to the
aforementioned problems, it was not always possible to receive
this feedback in such a short time.
At the end of the intervention period, the researchers
gathered the results and feedback of the blind developer and
the team. At the Retrospective meeting [5] the results were
discussed and evaluated with all.

R ESEARCH M ETHOD

The action research evaluation considered three perspectives: Blind Developer, other Team members, software development unit manager. For each one, a qualitative question was
made: What do you think about the applied changes?

The action research method was considered the most
appropriate because of the need for collaboration between researchers and participants, the qualitative nature of the results,
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•

The conﬁrmed hypothesis were add to the team routine.
The not conﬁrmed hypotheses could be discarded by the
group or reformulated. The reformulation is to change some
of the assumptions in order to enhance the original idea
and generate learning about the hypothesis [36]. An example
of this reformulation occurred while the researchers were
observing the intervention that aimed to solve the problem of
the User Stories manipulation in the Task Board by the blind
developer without the help of another team member. The ﬁrst
hypothesis was that a corkboard with paper strips to divide the
software development process stages could be used to solve
this problem. However, it was observed that the paper strips
tore easily when the blind developer tried to manipulate the
User Stories. Rather than discarding the use of the corkboard,
the initial hypothesis was reformulated. The corkboard was
maintained, but the paper strips used to divide the process
stages were replaced by a plastic material.

Continuous Integration Panel [42, 43]

A. User Stories and Task Board
The Task Board was implemented when the team adopted
Agile. Initially they used six cork boards divided in a way that
could ﬁt 12 ongoing projects.
Project progress control was still immature. Software features were described in an Excel spreadsheet, and the development team had to tell the manager what features they would
implement during the sprint (one week). Then the manager
would print the functionality on paper and add red round
stickers beside each feature, meaning that these features had
not been implemented yet. Every day the project development
team gathered in front of the task board and discussed the
features and software. Implemented features were marked with
green round stickers to indicate that they were completed, and
those still pending remained with red stickers, as can be seen
in Figure 2.

The Visual Management Problems Backlog had three great
reviews that also marked the beginning of the three projects
where the blind developer was involved during the research
period.
The process used in this study is aligned with the activities
stated in ISO 9241-210 [37]: Context comprehensions, user
requirements speciﬁcation, solution and evaluation. It also
sought to meet the requirements presented by Pölzer et al.
: Access by blind people must not interfere with other team
members; Information always have to be synchronized; Blind
people have to have the same options as others; The blind
developer has to be aware of any changes done and the
proposed solution has to allow tracking changes [38]. Figure
1 shows the intervention process.

Fig. 2.

First version of the Task Board.

This version of the Task Board had accessibility problems.
In fact, nothing in it was accessible. The features copied and
placed on one of the twelve frames made it virtually impossible
for a blind person to ﬁnd information on the task board. In
addition, red and green circles made no sense for colorblind
people.

Fig. 1.

Beside the accessibility issues, this implementation of
Agile was inefﬁcient. Daily meetings went on for hours, the
features were not always clearly understood by project team
members, the green and red stickers would constantly fall, and
the huge amount of ongoing projects reduced the teams ability
to deliver working software.

The process used in this research

VI.

To overcome these difﬁculties, the team adopted the Scrum
framework [44, 6, 5, 13]. In this framework, software features
must be divided into business items, understandable both to
the development team and to end users. It also helps deﬁne
the roles, meetings, sprint and timebox concepts, artifacts and
the basic software development life cycle.

E XPERIMENTS

The visual management elements used in software projects
by the studied team were:
•

User Stories [7] and Task Board [13]

•

Planning Poker [39]

•

Coding Dojo [40, 41]

The team adopted the User Story format [7] to describe
software features. The daily meetings began to follow welldeﬁned rules suggested by Cohn [7]. At the meetings, each
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team member would talk about the User Story on which they
had worked the previous day, what they would do on that day
and if there was anything preventing them from doing their
job.
The number of ongoing projects was reduced from twelve
to four. The Task Board started to present the traditional
Scrum format, with three columns representing the User Story
lifecycle: every User Story begins at the column called To Do,
indicating that it has not been implemented. The following
column is called Doing, which includes User Stories being
implemented by the development team. The last column is
called Done, and indicates that the User Story has been
implemented and is ready to be delivered to the end user.
The ﬁrst intervention aimed to make it possible for the
blind developer to manipulate User Stories through the three
steps of the process without the need to be assisted by a sighted
person.
Fig. 5.

The accessibility intervention included the following modiﬁcations: (1) The lines that mark the end of each process step
were made with paper strips. When the blind touched the Task
Board, he could touch the paper strips and identify the step
limits. (2) User Stories were posted on the Task Board using
two different pins: cylindrical ones for sighted developers and
spherical ones for the blind developer, as depicted in Figure
3. (3) User Stories that would be implemented by the blind
developer were rewritten in Braille with the aid of a Braille
slate. Figures 4 and 5 show the modiﬁed Task Board.

Despite the positive results and the blind developers ability
to touch the Task Board and feel where the User Stories were,
there were still some obstacles. The Task Board contained four
projects, and someone had to guide him to the correct one.
Furthermore, to distinguish the stages of the project, he had to
ﬁnd the end of the table containing the project he was assigned,
and then with his ﬁnger ﬁnd the boundaries between each stage
until the To Do column.
Aiming to improve management, increase the quality of
the software produced, make the process more transparent and
produce software more quickly, the development team decided
to narrow the focus down to only three simultaneous projects
and adopt the Lean Kanban model. The Task Board gained
more columns to represent the process steps: To Do, Developing, Delivering to Quality Assurance, Quality Assurance
Tests, Product Owner Evaluation, and Deploy in Production
Environment.

Fig. 3. Pins used in the Task Board. The spherical pins on the left were used
by the blind developer.

Fig. 4.

Project example.

The Lean Kanban model aims to improve software quality
and maximize the value delivered to customers. It seeks to
reduce waste, control variability, and maximize the ﬂow of
delivered software [9]. The method is an adaptation of the
models used by Toyota in the 1970s. It creates a culture of
continuous improvement where transparency is extremely important, so visual management is essential to ﬁnd bottlenecks
and other issues [45].
The enhancement of the Task Board aggravated a problem
that had already been perceived. Thus, the following intervention was conducted: (1) The Task Board was divided into three
rows, each containing an ongoing project. The project in which
the blind developer was allocated always occupied the second
row, so he did not have to be guided to the project. (2) Braille
labels were added to indicate process steps. (3) All positive
results from the ﬁrst intervention were maintained.

Task Board using the basic Scrum process.

It was observed that the blind developer did not need
anyone to guide him with the Task Board and, according to
him, it was now much easier to know in which step his User
Stories were. However, he commented in two retrospective
meetings that transcribing the User Stories into Braille using
a Braille slate was difﬁcult and time consuming. He said that

This intervention was conducted for two months. As result,
the blind developer knew in which step of the process the User
Stories were. The Braille transcription made the User Stories
accessible to him, and the differentiated pins allowed him to
move them through the process without anyones help.
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project. To monitor this, a daily meeting log was created,
indicating on which days demonstrative pronouns were used.

he did not think the transcription was necessary, since every
day the User Stories were discussed and he knew what he was
doing and what was waiting to be done. Thus, the transcription
into Braille was dropped, except for naming the process steps.

The data collected in this experiment are shown in Figure
7.

At the beginning of 2013, the team realized that it was
almost impossible to know who was working on which User
Story just by looking at the Task Board. The team manager
suggested using avatars to solve this problem. The avatars
are printed images that are posted on the Task Board, each
one representing a different developer. All User Stories below
an avatar were under the responsibility of the developer
represented by it. The problem with this strategy was that,
being images, avatars are inaccessible to blinds.
The following intervention sought to make the avatar
information accessible to the blind developer. With that goal in
mind, the following pattern was created: the blind developers
avatar would be pinned to the board with two large spherical
pins placed side by side. The avatars of developers with sight
were placed with a single small pin, as seen in Figure 6.
Fig. 7.

Graph showing the amount demonstrative pronouns use per week.

The results were considered positive. In the beginning, the
team had some difﬁculty to change their way of talking. Three
weeks later, it was possible to notice that, when someone
used a demonstrative pronoun to refer to a User Story, other
members reminded them that they should mention the User
Story summary instead. After two months of daily meetings,
the use of the demonstrative pronouns was negligible.
B. Planning Poker

Fig. 6.

In the Agile method adopted, the total effort to develop
the project is not measured in hours but in User Story Points
(USP) [7]. It is a relative measure, entirely deﬁned by the
project development team by consensus. The effort required
by each User Story and consequently the size of the project
is deﬁned in meetings called Planning Poker. The meeting is
held after the product owner ﬁnishes backlog prioritization.
The team uses cards with numbers based on the approximated
Fibonacci sequence (1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 20, 40, 100). The
process is simple: the team discusses every User Story and
decides on how the each one will be implemented. After a
short discussion, each member estimates in silence the effort
that they think will be needed to implement the User Story
and chooses a card that represents this estimation. The card
is placed on the table face down. After every team member
has chosen a card, they are turned up and the estimations are
shown. If there is any difference, the team members with the
most disparate choices should present the reasons behind them.
The cards are collected and the process is repeated until an
agreement is reached. The effort required to accomplish the
project is the sum of the effort of each User Story.

Avatars. The avatar on the left represented the blind developer.

As a result of this intervention, the blind developer felt
that he reduced the time to ﬁnd his User Stories. The result
was once again positive and brought another beneﬁcial effect.
As the avatar remained in the same position for most of the
project, the blind developer did not have to search the entire
Task Board to ﬁnd his User Stories. Now he only had to ﬁnd
his avatar and his User Stories would be just below the two
spherical pins.
The last intervention done with the Task Board was more
related to the teams behavior than to the artifact. It is something
subtle, but during the daily meetings the use of demonstrative
pronouns (“this”, “that”, “these”, “those”) makes these references inaccessible to blinds.

Unfortunately, the cards are not accessible to the blind,
so our intervention aimed to allow the blind programmer to
participate in this process. It was decided that he should say
his number out loud instead of showing his cards, and so he
would always be the last one.

The intervention consisted of replacing the demonstrative
pronouns used in a discussion with a User Story summary. For
instance, instead of saying “Today, I am going to implement
this story,” team members should say, “Today I am going to
implement the user proﬁle report.”

It was observed that the intervention enabled him to participate, but there were issues. At each scoring round, before he
said his score, he had to wait and ask if everyone had played.

Being an experiment that altered how the team communicates, it was decided that it would be applied to an entire
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R
To achieve this goal, the Jaws Screen Reader 
was
installed in the computer used in the Dojo sessions. The blind
developer would have 10 minutes to pilot the session and 5
minutes as copilot.

Sometimes he was forgotten; other times he said his score
before the other members had chosen their cards. However,
the most serious problem occurred when interruptions were
made and the blind developer was unable to remember the
score he had chosen.

The observation showed that the blind developer could
perform all the functions of “pilot”. He discussed the code with
his “copilot During the Coding Dojo ”, he implemented the test
cases and the source code of the functionality and evaluated
the result of the implementation with the group. However, he
was not comfortable in the role of copilot. While the pilot
wrote the code, the screen reader would read the screen and
utter each letter the pilot wrote for the blind developer. At the
same time, the pilot would talk to him about the solution they
were implementing. The blind developer said that it was too
much information for him to deal with and he would like to
no longer play the copilot role. Another problem pointed out
by other developers was that they thought 10 minutes was too
many time for one person to stay with the keyboard. As a
result, it was decided that the blind developer would play only
the role of pilot. In addition, to not make the Dojo Session
uninteresting to other developers, it was also decided that the
blind would pilot only 8 minutes.

A second intervention was carried out, this time with the
goal to create his own cards in Braille, so that he could
participate in the Planning Poker like any other team member.
Cards with numbers written in Braille and the visual
numbers were printed, making the deck accessible to both
visually impaired and sighted people. See Figure 8.
The result showed that the blind developer could participate
in the Planning Poker at any time, without the need to be the
ﬁrst to “play”.

An example of a Coding Dojo session can be seen in Figure
9.

Fig. 8.

Example of two Planning Poker cards written in Braille.

C. Coding Dojo
Fig. 9.

In the beginning of any project, the ﬁrsts Users Stories are
made using the Coding Dojo method [40] [46]. The team sits
together at one computer and discusses how the User Story will
be implemented using the Test Driven Development (TDD)
technique [47]. After that, two developers form a pair, with one
being the pilot who will write the code and the other the copilot
who will help the pilot. The pair has ﬁve minutes to implement
the User Story. During that time only they can talk; the rest of
the team has to follow the development but cannot interfere.
When the time is up, the pair stops programming and the team
discusses the implementation, assessing whether it is good or
there is something that can be improved. Then the copilot is
promoted to pilot and another member of the team will be the
copilot. This collaborative model is adopted to generate and
share knowledge among all developers who will be involved
in building the software. During the Coding Dojo the software
architecture and technologies that will be used throughout the
project are experienced, decided and harmonized among all
involved.

A Coding Dojo session.

D. Continuous Integration
The members of the development team work in separate
User Stories. This division of activities is a risk factor for the
project [43], because problems arise when several User Stories
are assembled to compose the software integration. Waiting
until the end of the project to integrate leads to quality issues,
higher cost and delays. The practice of continuous integration
aims to reduce this risk. The software is integrated, built and
tested constantly during its development [48] [49]. If an error
is found, all developers are warned and can ﬁx it. This practice
reduces the risks, but increases the development effort. To
avoid higher costs, continuous integration should be automated
by means of a Continuous Integration Service [42].
The team that participated in this study opted for the
R
Jenkins CI 
. Among its many features, one of them shows
all the projects and the status of the software integration. If
the build is broken, the name of the project is shown in red,
and if it is OK the name appears in green (Figure 10). This

Our intervention aimed to allow the blind developer to
occupy the “pilot seat” during Dojo sessions.
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Fig. 10.

The Jenkins CI Build Panel.

color coding is inaccessible to the blind, and it was impossible
for the teams blind developer to know when one build was
broken. Jenkins has the option of sending an email every time
the integration fails, but email monitoring is a tedious task.

Fig. 11.

Current version of the Task Board.

To make information about the state of the software builds
accessible to the blind developer, the following intervention
was performed: a plug-in was installed to make a noise
every time a stable build was broken, another every time the
broken build became stable, and a third type of noise when
a build remained stable after someone changed any software
functionality.

using spherical pins to indicate that the blind developer is
developing them, while other developers use cylindrical pins.

To get the result of this intervention, it was made direct
questions to both the blind developer as to the others developers. They sought to know if the sounds increased situational
awareness about the project builds or if the sounds bothered
them.

They are using the practices suggested by Cohn regarding
daily meeting, User Stories and Planning Poker. The Planning
Poker cards have Braille adaptations.

The team has only three ongoing projects at a time, and
the project where the blind is allocated is always at the same
place on the Task Board to facilitate manipulation. The avatars
with different pins are still in use.

The Coding Dojo sessions are still the same. The blind
developer plays the role of pilot, but is not able to play the
copilot role. The Continuous Integration Panel plays different
noises to indicate the three possible results of software build:
error, error recovery and successful maintenance.

All developers reported that the sounds do not fumbled and
that in fact they increased situational awareness. The result was
positive. The blind developer stated: “After the commit, all I
have to do is stay tuned. If the failure music does not play,
I can continue with my work. If that infernal music plays, I
access my email to see what went wrong”.
VII.

B. Future Work
We believe other teams can use the results of this experiment, so we will seek to apply this study to other teams to
better assess the results.

C ONCLUSION

This study has shown that with speciﬁc adjustments it
is possible to allow a blind individual to participate in all
stages of software development even if the team uses visual
management. The adjustments described here are not expensive
and enable the blind to do the job they choose to do. All the
modiﬁcations presented here do not affect practices, principles
and values of Agile Methods used by the team.

We would also like to experiment with other aspects,
such as Braille transcription. In our study, the blind developer
considered this a boring task. We tried to ﬁnd a Braille printer,
but the cost of this type of printer in Brazil is very high and
we could not acquire it.

A. Current Situation
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